We are dedicated to a smooth
transition as we start to bring our
two banks together and want to ensure
that you are up-to-date with the most
current information in the process.
While current world events may have
challenged our integration timetable,
there are several things we can tell you
about our journey to become one bank:
• All
Bank branches will
remain open after the merger.
• Once we are fully operational on
a single data processing system in
February 2021, you will be able to
bank at your choice of any of our
12 convenient branches.
Bank’s tradition of
customer service excellence
will continue through our friendly,
familiar and knowledgeable
team members.
• Commitment to community is
a large part of who we are and
supporting our local communities
is in our roots. Our commitment
to the communities we serve will
be stronger than ever.
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Let’s get there,
together.
Along with our new tag line, we’re
pleased to announce our new logo.
We think it speaks volumes about
what we stand for in our community.

We are the bank
of the people.
At a time when big banks claim to
have it all, from mobile convenience
to in-branch cafés, there’s one thing
they will never have - communiꢀy
values - genuine beliefs that inspire
and suppoꢀt people through shared
responsibiliꢁy. That is the veꢀy
foundation Bluestone Bank is built on.
We are the sum of ꢁwo deep-rooted
communiꢁy banks that share the
same values and same commitment
to communiꢁy, and now we will have
the chance to prove what that means
to you, our customers, eveꢀy day.
At Bluestone Bank, we know your
needs are unique and deseꢀving of
our time, aꢁtention and respect.
Our job is to appreciate those needs,
pool our expeꢀtise as a team and
provide solutions to achieve your
goals and improve lives.
This is how communities grow.

Let’s get there, together.

